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Le S S o n 11 *March 5–11

Freedom From 
Addictions

     

Sabbath afternoon    

Read for This Week’s Study: Prov. 23:29–35; 1 Cor. 
7:2–5; Matt. 25:15–30; Mark 10:17–27; 1 Pet. 3:3, 4.

Memory Text: “ ‘So if the Son sets you free, you will be free 
indeed’ ” (John 8:36, NIV).

 

In recent years, many people have broken free from political tyr-
anny and bondage. But there’s another kind of bondage, one that 
can be just as bad as or worse than its political counterpart—the 

bondage that comes from being an addict. Alcohol, tobacco, and other 
substances have enslaved millions. Furthermore, powerful nonchemi-
cal addictions are on the rise, too: sex, pornography, gambling (or 
risky investments), and the accumulation of money/goods.   

All addictions create dependence (one feels very uncomfortable 
until the substance is taken or the act realized) and a certain degree 
of tolerance (one needs a bit more to reach the effect of previous 
times). Thus, it becomes extremely difficult for addicted people to 
break away from the cycle that has captured them. For this reason, 
those trapped need support from family, church, and friends. They 
also might need professional care and, above all, the power of God 
working in their lives to give them the freedom that they’re promised 
in Christ the Lord. 

  
*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, March 12.
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Sunday March 6

Alcoholic Beverages
Wine, beer, and other liquor have been associated in the Western 

world with memorable events, happy occasions, holidays, and 
important business transactions. There is a seemingly clean and 
beautiful face to alcoholic beverages. They not only have become 
socially acceptable but also a “necessity” in certain circumstances. 
Unfortunately, there’s another side to alcohol that those who make 
their living selling it don’t want their potential customers to see.

Read Proverbs 23:29–35. What do these verses say about the adverse 
effects of alcohol? From your own experiences, what have you 
seen of the devastating effects from the use of this poison?

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

The image of beautiful wine soon biting like a snake and poisoning 
like a viper is powerful. Alcohol’s chemical makeup is treated by the 
human body not as food but as a toxic substance. It is absorbed into the 
stomach and transported by the bloodstream to the brain, lungs, kidneys, 
and heart in just a few minutes. The liver especially is taxed in order to 
process a substance that takes hours of hard work to break down. When 
the presence of alcohol is chronic and significantly prolonged, the organs 
deteriorate, and the person suffers from one or more illnesses. 

Unfortunately, the effects of alcohol transcend the drinker. Alcohol 
use comes with a terrible social cost. Half of all automobile and work-
place accidents are alcohol-related. Many crimes are committed under 
the effect of alcohol. Public and private funds are depleted to provide 
health care to cure maladies caused directly by alcohol. And, closer to 
home, the spouse and children of the addict often are victims of verbal 
and physical abuse. 

Alcohol, as well as any other psychoactive substance, will affect 
our ability to make the correct moral choices; under the influence, 
folk are likely to slip deeper and deeper into sin. 

Those trapped in any kind of substance abuse need to realize 
their problem and their need of help from a power greater than 
themselves—and that includes God’s grace, the support of family or 
a caring church community, and the treatment prescribed by qualified 
professionals (if possible). 

As Seventh-day Adventists, we take a very strong line on alco-
hol use. Without judging or condemning them, how can we help 
those among us who are struggling with this problem?

_______________________________________________________
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The Lesson in Brief  

Key Text: John 8:36

The Student Will:
Know: Compare and contrast the effects of addiction and freedom in Christ 
to do the will of God.
Feel: Sense the slavery that comes with addictions and the need to 
depend instead on God’s grace in times of temptation.
Do: Stop focusing on the negative effects brought about by fulfilling destruc-
tive human desires and instead live for God and His will for our lives.

Learning Outline:
I. Know: The Evils of Addiction

l What are some different kinds of addictions?

l Some addictions are harmful in even small quantities, such as heroin. 
Others are not inherently bad, such as food, sex, or money. What makes 
the difference? What are the similarities? What effects do addictions have 
on how we live? 

l How can Christ give us the freedom to live for God, rather than for 
our destructive desires?

II. Feel: Dependence

l How do we feel when we are enslaved? How are addictions like 
slavery?

l How can dependence on the saving power of God free us?

l Can dependence on God be addictive? Why, or why not?

III. Do: Living for God

l If such things as work, money, power, and beauty can be addictive, 
what do we need to do in order to live for God instead of for these things, 
good as they may be in themselves?

Summary: When anything becomes an obsessive, uncontrollable, and destructive 
desire, it becomes an addiction. However, God has promised freedom from 
destructive desires.

A
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Monday March 7

Sex Addiction

What does the Bible say about sex as a source of enjoyment and 
strengthening marriage relationships? Prov. 5:18, 19; 1 Cor. 7:2–5. 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Sex is one of the many enjoyable gifts that God has granted to men 
and women. God designed it not only for procreation but also to be a 
source of joy, closeness, and unity—but only in the context of mar-
riage between one man and one woman (Gen. 1:27, 28; 1 Cor. 7:2). 
When taken away from this God-ordained framework and purpose, 
the gift becomes sin—sin often with devastating consequences (see 
1 Cor. 6:18, 19). God alone knows the extent of havoc that sexual 
immorality has brought to the human family.  

Sex is a very strong drive and thus readily open to abuse. It easily 
can become an absorbing obsession, one that’s very difficult to con-
trol. Worse, the more one indulges in it, the more and more sex one 
needs in order to reach the level of satisfaction attained earlier. 

Prostitution and adultery are traditional paths into sexual immoral-
ity and addiction (see Prov. 5:3–14, 9:13–18).  In addition, other 
forms of sex addiction are available today, such as pornography and 
cybersex. Internet pornography has created a staggering problem 
because, with a few mere clicks of a mouse, it can put the most vile 
and degrading acts into our homes and offices. These practices are 
highly capable of creating addiction, compulsion, and deterioration of 
marriage and family ties. It’s impossible to calculate the damage, for 
instance, that adultery has created in the world. 

Sexual immorality is easy to start, and those who have not fallen 
into its trap will do well in keeping far from it. How crucial that when 
confronted with sexual temptations outside the sacred bonds of mar-
riage, each person should act as Joseph did (see Gen. 39:7–12).

God is willing to grant full pardon and freedom to anyone trapped 
in sex addictions. Submission to Him is crucial (James 4:7). But the 
addiction mechanism is so intricate that professional help may be 
needed. Support groups that incorporate God as the ultimate Source 
of help and include specialized skills to treat the problem can be of 
great benefit, if available. 

How can you help someone who, though guilty of sin in this 
area, is seeking to know God’s forgiveness and healing? Sup-
pose you are struggling here. How can you know that all hope 
is not lost, just as long as you don’t lose hope yourself? Jesus 
forgives—and heals.
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Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

Key Concept for Spiritual Growth: Only the power of God can 
release us from the grip of addictive behavior.

Kaye (a pseudonym) had served for years as kitchen coordinator for a 
Christian camp. She had witnessed many youths come to Christ there, 
including two of her own children. She was an integral part of the team, 
providing meals that were not only nourishing but also enjoyable. She had 
committed her life to Christ only a short time before she started working for 
the camp; but Kaye had a secret that she kept hidden from the pastor and 
most of the church membership. 

She was addicted to alcohol. It happened innocently enough. While in high 
school, someone challenged her to drink. “Once” surely was acceptable. Her 
friends indulged, apparently without suffering long-term effects. “One-time” 
experimenters should not be compared with alcoholics, should they? How 
could she know that researchers estimate that as many as one-seventh of the 
population may have a predisposition toward alcoholism, meaning that even 
a solitary encounter with alcohol can translate into lifetime enslavement? That 
“innocuous dare” plunged her headlong toward alcoholism, a lifetime struggle 
that continued even after baptism. Although God delivered her from addiction 
months before her death, the consequences were nevertheless unavoidable. 
Left behind were those beautiful, intelligent, elementary-age children. 

Lloyd (a pseudonym) struggled with sexual addictions. Unbeknown 
to church leadership, this Pathfinder Club director secretly molested his 
stepdaughters until his wife discovered his destructive activities. Although 
he disappeared from their lives shortly thereafter, his wife, overcome by 
shame, self-blame, and guilt, committed suicide. “Release for captives” is 
the divine promise that planet Earth desperately needs fulfilled today.

Opening Activity: Conceal small magnetic metallic objects beneath un- 
cooked rice in an opaque container. Using a powerful electromagnet lift the 
unseen metallic objects from the rice.

Consider This: How did the electromagnet uncover objects invisible within 
the rice? How may temptations uncover character shortcomings and addic-
tions invisible beneath the façade called “church/civic involvement”? 
Considering the metaphor of the electromagnet, how do Christians disable 
the power of temptation?

C O N T I N U E D
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TueSday March 8

Gambling
Though the Bible doesn’t come right out and prohibit gambling per 

se, it’s hard to imagine Jesus or Paul working the tables in Las Vegas, 
isn’t it?  

At the same time, Paul does warn against love of money, classing it 
as the root of all evil and the reason people have abandoned the faith 
(1 Tim. 6:10). For some, in their desire for wealth, gambling becomes 
the snare that Satan uses to seek to destroy them.

Read Matthew 25:15–30. How could one apply the teaching here to 
the problem of gambling, especially when the vast majority of 
people who gamble lose? 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Gambling is for losers. The industry thrives because a lot more 
money is lost than won. What, for instance, are the chances of win-
ning the lottery? The odds are staggeringly against you. You have 
more chance of getting hit by lightning than you do of winning.  

Logic alone should warn us against putting any money and time 
into gambling (after all, the gambling industry can exist only when 
people lose more than they make). Yet, people gamble, and soon what 
they thought of as fun later becomes a compulsion.  

Why? Self-esteem needs seem to be at the core. Many find a special 
satisfaction in fantasizing about winning. When they do not win, they 
become increasingly hopeful about hitting it next time. So, they gam-
ble again and again. When all money is spent, they borrow, lie, and 
may steal in order to get another “dose” of this nonchemical “drug.” 

We may think that gambling addiction does not happen in our 
church, but Ellen White wrote about it in her time, for it was a problem 
even then. There is no reason to believe that today (when gambling is 
ubiquitous) our church members are free from this problem, especially 
as online gambling can bring the casino right into our homes. 

Recovery from gambling takes a multiple front: First is to admit 
that you have a serious problem. Then you must quit at once but find 
refuge in a group (if available) in order to avoid relapse. Be alert 
and stay away from any stimulus that may entice you to gamble. 
Enhancing self-esteem also is necessary to avoid relapse. Most impor-
tant, constant communion with God and clinging to His promises of 
healing are crucial when struggling with any temptation. 

What would you say and do if someone you know said to you, “I am 
hooked on gambling, and I just cannot quit”? What Bible promises 
could you point them to? See 1 Cor. 10:13 and 1 Pet. 4:1, 2.
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Learning Cycle  C O N T I N U E D

STEP 2—Explore
Just for Teachers: Isaiah’s proclamation of freedom (Isa. 61:1, 2), 
fulfilled through Christ’s earthly appearance (Luke 4:18), is essen-
tially the gospel. Freedom from oppression, liberty extended to cap-
tives, forms the heartbeat of the Christian message. Sin is addictive by 
nature. Praise our heavenly Father for this promise: “If the Son sets 
you free, you will be free indeed” (John 8:36, NIV).

Bible Commentary

I.  The Love of Money (Review Proverbs 30:8, 9 with the class.)

When considering addictive behaviors, Christians generally condemn chemi-
cal dependencies, pornography, and other taboos. Other addictions often 
escape such scathing rebukes, although they are no less sinful. Indeed, some 
appear endemic to Christian organizations. Loving money is certainly one of 
those “white-collar” addictions, generally escaping condemnation and often 
cloaked in acceptability.

Ironically, the apostle Paul identified money-worship as evil’s root. Of 
course, money merely represents what may be accomplished by its pos-
session. People worship money for the power it affords them. In pursuing 
the love of power, there are many pathways—political, organizational, as 
well as financial. Eventually all are traced back to self-love, for instance, 
self-centeredness. By extension, evil is rooted in self-centeredness that has 
assumed the form of “money-loving.” Interestingly enough, the New Living 
Translation of 1 Timothy 6:10 uses the language of addiction—“craving 
money”—to describe “people who long to be rich,” and those who “fall into 
temptation and are trapped by many foolish and harmful desires that plunge 
them into ruin and destruction” (vs. 9).

Consider This: If money-worship is merely a pathway to the usurpa-
tion of power, how might the apostle Paul have evaluated other means of 
accruing power? Is loving money for the purpose of accruing power any 
more sinful than other means of cultivating power, for example, political 
infighting, organizational ladder-climbing, or backstabbing colleagues? 
Why might Christians enjoy condemning drunkards, cocaine addicts, and 
pornographers but avoid condemning power-grabbing, money-hungry 
fellow believers? Or how did power-thirsty church leaders compromise 

C O N T I N U E D
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The Love of Money  
“Put falsehood and lying far from me, give me neither poverty 

nor riches; [provide me only with the food I need;]  lest, being full, 
I deny you, saying, ‘Who is the Lord?’ Or, being in want, I steal, 
and profane the name of my God” (Prov. 30:8, 9, NAB).  

The Bible does not limit the amount of money one should aim to 
have but warns against the wrong attitude toward money and posses-
sions—such as covetousness and greed. A wrong outlook might make 
people obsessive, compulsive, and addicted to moneymaking (albeit 
honestly earned) or to the accumulation of possessions. These themes 
may occupy so much time and effort that they become false gods.

Information technology has made things easier but, at the same 
time, more risky for those prone to addiction. For example, private 
investors on the stock exchange now can perform their operations 
instantly over the Internet. In this setting, some easily are caught for 
endless hours in front of the computer, all in order to make money; 
this is not the same thing, however, as someone being a good steward 
by wisely and carefully investing money. 

Read Mark 10:17–27. See also 1 Tim. 6:10 and Luke 12:15. What 
warning must we take away from these texts?

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Such expressions as “the man’s face fell” and “he went away sad” 
(Mark 10:22, NIV) tell us that his love for wealth was greater than 
his love for the Master. Accumulation of money or material posses-
sions is not good or bad in itself. It all depends on where the heart is 
(see Matt. 6:21). It becomes dangerous when it stands in the way of 
what should be the first goal: seeking the kingdom of God and His 
righteousness (vs. 33). 

The ship Chanunga, on its way from Liverpool to America, had a 
massive collision with a small vessel from Hamburg. Crowded with 
more than two hundred passengers, the ship sank a half hour after 
the crash. The Chanunga’s lifesaving boats were lowered in order to 
reach the shipwrecked persons, but only thirty-four were saved. Why 
such a small proportion? Almost all had seized their belts of gold and 
silver and tied them round their waists. Refusing to lose their money, 
they lost their lives (and their money) instead. 

 
Who doesn’t like money? The question you need to ask yourself 
is, “Do I control my desire for money, or does it control me?”
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Learning Cycle  C O N T I N U E D

the gospel’s purity during the Middle Ages? What role did the pursuit of 
power play in the great controversy between Christ and Satan? 

II. Personal Image (Review 1 Peter 3:3, 4 with the class.)

Among Christians, generally speaking, fashion also may be classified 
as “white-collar” addiction. Such an evaluation is not popular, but 
this only underscores the insidious nature of that addiction. Denial 
becomes an almost insurmountable hurdle to overriding any addiction. 
Practically speaking, a simple test is in order. This is that test: Do I 
spend more time on matters of appearance—shopping for clothing (in 
local stores, on the Internet, through catalogs), studying hairstyles and 
creating them, comparing cosmetic surgery techniques, applying make-
up, reading “muscle-magazines,” and so on—than I spend reading 
God’s Word and praying? If we answer honestly and affirmatively, we 
should immediately, by God’s grace, reorder our priorities. This is less 
a matter of what one wears as it is a matter of how important appear-
ance is compared with how important spiritual substance is. 

Christ came to redeem who we are (substance), not what we look 
like. What matters to our Maker is who we are in relationship with 
Him. Every fashion, conservative or bizarre, when worshiped instead 
of the Creator, becomes idolatrous, a form of self-worship; but every 
heart, completely surrendered to God, becomes a channel of light in a 
darkened world, allowing Jesus to shine through.

Consider This: Why do Christians allow outward appearances to unduly 
influence their judgment? Why are believers tempted to give more atten-
tion to surface matters to the detriment of internal transformation? How 
does James 2:1–9 influence our approach to these matters?

STEP 3—Apply
Just for Teachers: Have class members or church youth present the 
following dialogue. Discuss the implications about how to gain release 
from our addictions and compulsive behaviors.

“The Light”
owner. I give up! I’m never going to find my way out of this trap.
Friend. Trap? This is your home. You built it. You invested years of 

your income to get this place. Now you want out?
owner. In a heartbeat. But it’s not going to happen, is it? I feel 

betrayed and lied to!
C O N T I N U E D
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Personal Image 
       

Read 1 Peter 3:3, 4. How is what’s said there different from what 
society teaches us? 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Society has placed an excessive value on personal image. This is 
a weakness that has accompanied humans for their entire history. 
In our days, this emphasis on beauty and personal care has reached 
overwhelming proportions. The worldwide cosmetic industry alone is 
more than half of the global food retail market. In addition to cosmet-
ics, many people spend endless resources on body building, facelifts, 
hair transplants, plastic surgery, special diets, and so on, all in order 
to improve their appearance. 

This intensive desire to become more beautiful also has the risk of 
becoming addictive. Some develop exercise addiction; others the addic-
tion to eat a little less each time, to the point of endangering their lives. 
Others may become obsessed with their hair or skin, submitting them-
selves to sophisticated, costly, and never-ending treatments. 

How would you interpret Matthew 6:19–21 in the context we are 
looking at? How do the same principles apply?

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

There is nothing wrong with being fit, clean, and nice-looking. It is 
the constant focus on these things that can draw our hearts to them to the 
point of letting them become idols. Jesus talked about the need to develop 
treasures in heaven, not on earth, where things do not last and may distract 
us from God’s kingdom. Indeed, there’s one thing about looks that you 
can be sure of: sooner or later, time and gravity will take them away. 

Like material resources, our bodies are a treasure entrusted to us, 
but we run a serious risk of making it an idol when our devotion to it 
becomes excessive. It’s not always easy to know when a line has been 
crossed; hence, the need for all of us to be careful in this regard. 

What kind of messages are we creating for our young people in 
the church in regard to personal image? What are we empha-
sizing? In what subtle ways might we be sending wrong mes-
sages? Bring your answer to class on Sabbath.

_______________________________________________________
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Friend. What?
owner. You heard me! I was told that this was the great adventure.
Friend. What is?
owner. The absence of light. At first it was a novelty. It was a real 

kick feeling your way around in the dark—kind of secretive like the 
hide-and-go-seek you play as kids. Then I did a face plant, tripping 
over something. May have broken my back falling down some stairs 
nobody told me about. Tried feeling around the walls for an outlet to 
plug in a light and got shocked. I hate darkness. 

Friend. Then let the light in.
owner. Aren’t you listening? I’ve tried till I’m blue in the face . . . 

that is, if you could see my face. I was promised this forever light . . .  
fluorescent deal that never goes out . . . only I can’t see where to 
screw it in and I fell on it. Cut my hand to pieces. They said just start 
the generator for electricity, but the pull cord snapped. I’ve done 
everything I know to put some light in this dungeon. Nothing, I mean 
nothing, works. I’m doomed to darkness.

Friend. You’re the one who isn’t listening. I didn’t say, “Make light.” 
I didn’t say, “Generate electricity.” I merely said, “Let the light in.”

owner. Huh?
Friend. There’s already plenty of light on the other side of your cur-

tains. You don’t have to make it. You just need to let it come in.

Thought Questions:

l	In overcoming the darkness of addictions, are we able to generate the 
power to overcome temptation? Is it humanly possible to generate light 
(understanding, wisdom, willpower)?

l	Does that light already exist beyond ourselves? If such power exists, 
how do we usher that light into our lives? What role can friends play in 
helping others to “own” their pain while still dismissing the darkness?

STEP 4—Create
Just  for Teachers: The most dangerous addictions are the “white 
collar” addictions readily accepted by most Christians. While the clos-
ing activity applies to all addictions, do not allow the class to overlook 
how this applies to their socially acceptable ones.

Activity: (1) Identify what constitutes an addiction. (2) Discuss what 
“this week’s” addictions (alcohol, gambling, greed, fashion, and sex) 
have in common. (3) Create a Scripture-based escape plan for those so 
trapped.

1

2
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Further Study: “Words and acts testify plainly what is in the heart. If 
vanity and pride, love of self and love of dress, fill the heart, the conversa-
tion will be upon the fashions, the dress, and the appearance, but not on 
Christ or the kingdom of heaven. If envious feelings dwell in the heart, 
they will be manifested in words and acts. Those who measure them-
selves by others, do as others do, and make no higher attainments, excus-
ing themselves because of the faults and wrongs of others, are feeding on 
husks and will remain spiritual dwarfs as long as they gratify Satan by 
thus indulging their own unconsecrated feelings. Some dwell upon what 
they shall eat and drink, and wherewithal they shall be clothed. These 
thoughts flow out from the abundance of the heart, as though temporal 
things were the grand aim in life, the highest attainment. These persons 
forget the words of Christ: “ ‘Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and His 
righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you.’ ”—Ellen G. 
White, Testimonies for the Church, vol. 1, p. 500.  

Discussion Questions: 

l	In class, go over your answer to Thursday’s final question. 

l	Why is it so important not to be judgmental toward those 
who are struggling with an addiction of any kind? It’s easy to be 
judgmental, of course, but why should we be very careful in that 
regard?

l	Some addictions are deemed more socially acceptable than 
others that could only add to their deception. After all, how 
many people enter treatment for addiction to wealth or power? 
How can we learn not to let societal values impact how we view 
these things?

l	However strong the grip of addiction could be in your life or 
in the life of someone you know, is there anything that the Lord 
can’t free us from? What is the key to allowing Christ to work 
in our lives so that we can have that victory? See Luke 9:23. 

l	What kind of programs does your local church have that can 
help people who are struggling with addiction? What can your 
church do to help those who are in need? In what ways could 
programs such as these be powerful outreach tools, as well?

l	Read 1 Peter 4:1, 2. What is the Lord’s message to us here in 
regard to what is involved in overcoming sinful addictions?
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